
It's time to stop paying too much and getting too little from your HSM vendors. Think 
about all the ways your HSMs cost you money: 

You're Paying HOW Much for Your HSMs?!? 

Different interfaces, different hardware 
platforms, single-function software all 
mean high operational overhead

Multiple Products to Manage

Data that is di�cult and expensive to 
protect too often goes unprotected, 
creating an entirely new set of potential 
costs from data loss or breaches

Unprotected Data

When was the last time your current HSM 
vendors delivered something truly 
innovative?

No Innovation

Fortanix© is offering FREE licenses for the 
Fortanix HSM Gateway™ to current Thales, 
nCipher, and other HSM customers who 
want a path to flexible, comprehensive, 
cloud-friendly data security. 

The price of those agents or connectors 
adds up fast and keeps growing as your 
application portfolio grows. And good luck 
with containers!

Agents, Connectors and More

Fortanix HSM Gateway, an extension to the Fortanix Self-Defending Key Management Service ™ (KMS), offers 
a modern approach to data security. Fortanix HSM Gateway connects to the HSMs you already have and 
makes their keys manageable and accessible through Fortanix. The keys stay secure in the existing HSM, 
Applications and databases (on-premises or in the cloud) get a single source of cryptographic services, and 
security teams get a single pane of glass to manage and audit. 

Fortanix HSM Gateway ― Cut Costs, Improve Security, 
Protect Your Investment
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Fortanix HSM Replacement Program: 
Start Your Migration Today  



Use Fortanix Self-Defending KMS and HSM Gateway to bring the same on-prem level of data security 
to your cloud-based data and applications

Secure the Cloud

As legacy HSMs reach end of life or exceed your budget, remove them and rotate your keys to Fortanix

Migrate and Replace

When data is protected everywhere it can be used everywhere. What insights can you unlock?

Unleash Your Data

Existing applications and databases 
continue to use the keys and HSM they are 
already using

No Disruption

New applications use Fortanix native 
RESTful APIs to easily access crypto services 
that they will actually use

Simplified Data Security

The same solution and same interfaces for 
on-premises, public cloud, or even hybrid 
cloud applications

Cloud Ready

Your organization spent a lot of money on 
HSMs. Keep using them as long as need to, 
or until that next support contract and 
forced upgrade

Investment Protection

Fortanix NEVER charges by agent, connector, 
application, or keys. Pay for the infrastructure 
you need, then use as much as you want

Predictable Pricing

HSM Replacement Terms and Conditions

Fortanix HSM Gateway supports a systematic path to upgrade security and migrate off your legacy HSMs

Migration Made Easy -- On Your Timeline 

Fortanix HSM Gateway is an extension to the Fortanix Self-Defending KMS. 
Each Fortanix Self-Defending KMS license must have a corresponding 
Fortanix HSM Gateway license. 
Offer available to new Fortanix customers only. Existing Fortanix customers 
should contact their Fortanix reseller or sales representative to discuss offers 
available to them. 
Offer expires October 31st, 2020. Orders using this promotion must be 
received by this date. 

Customers receive three free licenses for the Fortanix HSM Gateway 
extension with their purchase of Fortanix Self-Defending Key Management 
(KMS) licenses. Free licenses are valid for three years from date of purchase. 
Customers must provide evidence of a current on-premises HSM support 
contract with Thales / Gemalto, nCipher / Entrust, Utimaco, or other vendor 
of Hardware Security Modules (HSMs). 
Fortanix HSM Gateway licenses allows integration of an unlimited number of 
HSMs to a Fortanix Self-Defending KMS cluster.  
Fortanix HSM Gateway supports HSMs that use the PKCS#11 standard. 
Please verify support for your HSMs with your Fortanix reseller or sales 
representative before purchase. 
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Fortanix Self-Defending KMS provides 
integrated encryption services, secrets 
management and tokenization – always 
expanding our data security platform to 
address customer needs beyond HSMs

Future-Proof


